Literacy

Fiction
The children will be exploring Ancient Roman
Myths. We will use Talk for Writing to learn a
Roman myth and then innovate to create our own
myths.
The children will watch a short film and use this
to write diary entries for a Roman soldier.

ICT and Computing

Kodu
Introduction to creating games using
Kodu. They will program characters and
make exciting worlds to create a simple
collecting or racing game.

Non Fiction
The children will be learning about persuasive
writing and the techniques that are used. They
will then write persuasive letters and adverts to
recruit soldiers to the Romany Empire.

Year 3 Elephants
Summer 1
Ruthless Romans!

Science

PE

Rocks
Explore what is under our feet and how the
Earth is built up, looking at how the Earth’s crust
move against each other.
Look at types of rocks and exploring the
different types of rocks and their properties.
Find out about sedimentary rocks and how fossils
are formed.
To explore and investigate the properties of soil.
Look at how it is formed and why is it important
and should look after it. Explore the erosion and
permeability of soil and look at the effects and
causes of flooding.

This term the children will be taking prt
in Outdoor Activities and Athletics .

Art & DT

Use collage to create pictures and to
explore sculpture using clay.

Music

Learning a variety of songs, and how to
play a musical instrument.

French

Children will be revising numbers and
greetings, and learning vocabulary
relating to animals.

Maths
Number and Place Value
Identify, represent and estimate numbers using
different representations.
Solve number problems and practical problems
involving these ideas.
Addition and Subtraction
Solve problems, including missing number problems,
using number facts, place value, and more complex
addition and subtraction.
Geometry (Property of shapes)
Measure the perimeter of simple 2-D shapes
Measures
Add and subtract amounts of money to give change
with £ and p.
Tell and write the time from an analogue clock and 12hour and 24-hour clocks.

History & Geography
Investigate what the Romans did for
entertainment.
Look at Roman architecture and engineering
and how they have been used.
Explore and discuss some of the legacies
that they left in Great Britain, and the
impact that they have had.
RE and PSHE

We will be exploring the Hindu festivals and
finding out about significant people in Hinduism.
Children will learn about community and respect.

